JARCE 52 (2016) harbor site had a very short life and an occupation exclusively limited to the reign of Khufu at the end of which the site was apparently closed in an official manner. To date, no traces of the reign of Snefru, Khufu's predecessor, have been recovered and for the first time in 2016 a few traces corresponding to the reign of Khafra have appeared in a limited reoccupation phase, which occurred much later after the general abandonment and the sand encroachment of the port site and installations. In the stratigraphy, no evidence for any occupation appears above those levels, which are directly covered in Zone 1-the storage gallery area-by the traces of encampments left in 1823 during the short passage of the explorer and first British Egyptologist Sir John Gardner Wilkinson. 4 In between those ca. 4400 years, nothing has been found from Dynasty 5 or the rest of the Old Kingdom or from any other of the major phases of Egyptian history. In addition to the major historical contributions by the different epigraphic material found at the site, the Wadi al-Jarf offers from an archaeological point of view a unique assemblage of artifacts and an exceptional snapshot of the material culture from the first half of Dynasty 4.
The archaeological campaigns conducted between 2013 and 2016 have mainly focused on the study of the coastal parts of this site, revealing imposing remains and providing a confirmation with regard to the chronology and the official use of the area limited to the beginning of Dynasty 4.
There is an obvious complementarity of information between the latest developments in relation to the rediscovery of pharaonic settlements on the western coast of the Suez Gulf, such as the Wadi alJarf and Ayn Sukhna, and the most recently studied sites in the Sinai, in particular the Old Kingdom fortress at Tell Ras Budran identified on the west coast of the peninsula, on the shore of the El-Markha plain. The function of this latter site was recently the subject of several preliminary reports, 5 which unfortunately distort the contribution of archaeological data, notably because of the lack of bibliographical references to the most recent fieldwork. The Tell Ras Budran fortress should in our opinion be reassessed, especially in light of the abundant publications not considered by the excavators. 6 This article aims to take into account all the new information and to present a concise study of the coastal parts of the Wadi al-Jarf settlement including an overview of the pottery that was found on the site, and which is particularly significant in this case. Those results are then correlated with the published data from the fortified site at El-Markha and its chronological assessment, as presented by the excavators, will be reconsidered in light of the new evidence obtained from the Wadi al-Jarf. Both loca-112 (2012), 399-446; Pierre Tallet, "The Wadi al-Jarf Site: A Harbor of Khufu on the Red Sea," JAEI 5.1 (2013), 76-84; Pierre Tallet and Gregory Marouard, "The Harbor of Khufu on the Red Sea Coast at Wadi al-Jarf, Egypt," NEA 77.1 (2014), 4-14 ; Pierre Tallet, "Les 'ports intermittents' de la mer Rouge à l'époque pharaonique: caractéristiques et chronologie," Nehet 3 (2015), 31-72. 4 Tallet, Marouard, and Laisney, "Un port de la IV e dynastie," 400. A handwritten note from the hand of J. G. Wilkinson was discovery in those surface contexts, which are marked by several campfires, ceramics and pipes from the Ottoman era and fine English tableware. (Cairo, 2012) . Similar remarks about an article on the Wadi al-Jarf were published a few years before in the same JAEI series (Tallet, "The Wadi el-Jarf Site," 76-84).
Fig. 1. Location of the port site installations at Wadi al-Jarf (map: G. Marouard, satellite photographs courtesy of Google Earth©).
tions are without any doubt strictly contemporary, they show the same chronological sequence, and can both be regarded as parts of the same ambitious, but ephemeral, system introduced at the beginning of Dynasty 4 along the two sides of the Gulf of Suez in order to ease the exploitation of copper and turquoise in the Sinai mining area.
The harbor site at Wadi al-Jarf was chosen primarily for reasons of accessibility, its position is indeed the best equation of various factors such as a rapid connection from the Nile Valley (through the Wadi Araba), the proximity of a sufficient water supply (the major active source near St Paul monastery), and the quick access to the coast of the southern Sinai Peninsula ( fig. 1 ). In this latter case, Zone 6 is located in an area where the width of the Red Sea is limited to a maximum of 50 km and exactly opposite to the sandy beaches that mark the large plain of el-Markha ( fig. 2 ). The navigation eastward was also facilitated by the steep cliffs of the Hammam Fara'un mountain and the Abu Zenima bay situated on the opposite bank, which constituted exceptional visual markers in order to navigate straight ahead and reach quickly the Tell Ras Budran site and the entry of the mining areas (through the Wadi Baba and the Wadi Maghara). The port installations at Zone 6 were also installed in one of the few places in this portion of the coastline south of Zafarana where the coral reef presents a large opening, more than 300 m in width, which certainly allowed a safer crossing for the boats. The harbor (Zone 6) is separated from the storage facilities (Zone 1) and the main camps (Zone 2-4) by at least 5 km ( fig. 1 ), a distance that is mainly explained by the obligation to find within the foothills of the southern Gallala mountains a suitable area in order to cut the necessary storage galleries into the natural rock formation. These galleries are an essential component common to all the Egyptian ports known to date at Wadi al-Jarf, 7 Ayn Soukhna, 8 and Mersa Gawasis: 9 they corroborate the intermittent use of those harbors, that make it necessary to dig storage spaces in order to keep, amongst other items, the dismantled boat parts between two expeditions to the Sinai. After three seasons conducted between 2013 and 2015, the extensive excavations of Zone 6 are now completed and they have clearly confirmed the presence here of major installations from the early Old Kingdom, exclusively dated to the beginning of Dynasty 4, and which designates from a structural point of view the Wadi al-Jarf as the oldest harbor ever discovered in the world.
The Pier at Zone 6
Already well explored since 2011 thanks to a phase of exceptionally low tide ( fig. 3) , the submerged parts of the port at Wadi al-Jarf were mapped by using specific methods combining the topographic 7 Tallet, Marouard, and Laisney, "Un port de la IV e dynastie," 403-7, figs. 3, 10; Tallet, "The Wadi al-Jarf Site," 77-78, fig. 3 ; Tallet and Marouard, "The Harbor of Khufu," 4-5, fig. 2 and GPS survey with a photogrammetric and ortho-photographic coverage using a kite. The submerged section of the breakwater pier expands from the current level of the beach over 160 m eastward, then it forms a bend south-southeast where the pier expands rather irregularly on more than 120 m ( fig. 4 ). In these underwater sections, the pier seems to have been made without any structuring efforts, the stone blocks are simply stacked and probably, because of the depth, they had been discarded from the deck of a boat. The interior of the space which is delimited by the jetty covers an area of at least 2.5 hectares.
10 Against the southern face of the northern section, and about 120 m from the coastal strip, a concentration of 24 boat anchors and several complete large storage jars have been found about 1.00 m to 1.30 m under the water surface ( fig. 4) . At least four of these globular jars were brought up in order to be cleaned and restored and it has been possible to confirm that they indeed belong to the very characteristic local pottery production ( fig. 5) .
In 2015 an extensive cleaning of all the emerged part of the pier were completed. It has been possible to trace the structure for about 40 m in length, bringing the total extension of the east-west section to 200 m (ca. 380 cubits). On the beach, the preserved width varies greatly, from 1.70 m-for the part that is most exposed to the tide-to 6.70 m. Throughout the western half, protected by the accumulation of sand and silt, the two outer-north-and internal sides-south-have been well preserved, and the jetty here has a uniform width of 5.75 m to 6.25 m (about 11 or 12 cubits). The northern outer face was found in an exceptional state of preservation ( fig. 6 ) revealing that special care had been employed for the construction and it also shows an unexpected original layout. One can observe a well-ordered assemblage of large limestone boulders and a pronounced and very regular sloping face. In contrast the interior of the pier is made of an extremely solid fill of small stone blocks that were compacted and finished with a yellowish clay mortar. The assembling of the blocks also revealed a very technical construction with contiguous moles measuring approximately 5.50 m to 6.00 m in length (again about 11 or 12 cubits) whose angles are well assembled using bigger blocks ( fig. 4) . Each one of those sections-at least five have been recognized-did not present a straight but a sharply concave northern outer face ( fig. 7) , which had been produced voluntarily by the constructors, presumably to accentuate the strength of this part of the pier being more exposed to strong coastline currents from the north and the repeated attacks of the swell and tide. This cleaning operation-complemented by several geo- 10 The possible existence of a second pier, which could have closed the southern part of the port, is still being discussed and will be investigated further during another campaign. Excavations in the inner harbor area and further offshore exploration are underway by an Egyptian team of divers from the MoA Department of Underwater Antiquities headed by Dr. Mohamed AbdelMaguid. morphological trenches farther back from the shore-also confirmed a former coast line that once was significantly higher than today.
11 At the base of the northern outer face, two to three layers of blocks were found included in a sandy beachrock deposit in the process of cementation, which indicates that this area was formerly exposed to the tidal regime. Furthermore, this freshly formed beachrock has covered a thick level of fine yellowish clay that keeps again small charcoal inclusions, indicating a level of human occupation and activities that are without doubt contemporary to the functioning or at least to the construction of the pier. Finally, the fact that the northern face of two sections of the mole further east and slightly lower have been destroyed, clearly emphasizes repeated exposure to this part of the pier to the swell, to coastal currents and strong winter storms ( fig. 7 ). All these factors tend to indicate that the coastline has experienced a fairly continuous phenomenon of regression occurring well-before the first human occupation, and at this stage of the study, it can be estimated that during the ancient historic times the Red Sea level in this specific part of the shore was about 30 to 50 cm higher than the actual modern level.
Storage Building and Living Quarters at Zone 6
About 150 m from the shoreline, the 2013 and 2014 campaigns have uncovered a vast complex built in stone, that measures 40 m long by 26 m wide, with two associated buildings showing a so-called "toothcomb" plan ( fig. 8 ). The first one on the southern side, Building 2, is characterized by a long and narrow shape, the other one on the north side, Building 1, is much shorter but wider and whose functions can be clearly distinguished by the archaeological data. Building 2 is oriented east to west, it measures 40 m by 7.00-7.50 m and it includes 9 rooms with a north-south alignment and 2 cells at both extremities ( fig. 9 ). Each room measures internally about 6.50-7.00 m by 3.10-3.25 m, a width that implies the former presence of a roof with intermediate supports. At least two successive phases of floors have been discovered inside, the oldest phase is characterized by quite clean yellowish clay floors including a central line of 3 to 4 postholes which were used to support a light roof. In a second phase, the clay floors have been rebuilt directly on top of the previous ones, but not all rooms seem to have been roofed at that time. These areas show intensive food preparation activities, as evi-denced by numerous fireplaces often containing traces of twigs and rope fragments. Large quantities of bedja bread molds have been found as well, and in Room 8 a rare example of a large ashy fireplace where several negative imprints of bread mold bulbs have been discovered ( fig. 10 ), which is identical to some examples found several times at Heit el-Ghorab at Giza. 12 The function of this part of the complex seems to have been more distinctly devoted to housing and daily activities. Building 1, on the north, occupies only half of the length of the previous structure ( fig. 8 ). It measures 20 m in length and 12.25 m to 15.00 m wide, and consists of five long parallel rooms, four identical ones (11.50 m by 3.05 m to 3.20 m) devoted to storage and one eastern command room, which controlled the access to those spaces ( fig. 11 ).
This last one was significantly longer (13.70 m) and shows a subdivision into two to three internal spaces with two lateral doors, one outward on the east side, the other opens out westward onto a large space facing the storerooms. All of these five rooms had a single layer of a very thick yellowish clay floor with five to six postholes in the central axis, which indicate here again a light roof. Except for a few pounders of black diorite, flint blades, two fireplaces located at the rear of Rooms 3 and 4 and numerous large fragments of local storage jars, the floors of the storerooms were found in a very good condition and relatively clean.
The systematic sieving of occupation layers and an attentive excavation of the interior floors and the circulation levels in the open area immediately to the west have led to the discovery of hundreds of small fragments of clay sealings, several bearing the Horus name or the royal cartouche of King Khufu ( fig. 12 ). Those sealings were found both in the last occupation levels as well as being trapped inside the mud used to build the floors, indicating a relatively short period and especially a highly homogeneous function of this area, which was apparently used only during the reign of Khufu. Their formulation confirms what is now well known from the study of the papyri: the Wadi al-Jarf harbor must probably be regarded as a remote dependency of the big building project of the pyramid of the king at Giza. Thus it is not surprising that some of the officials whose titles appear on those sealings would be linked with the funerary complex of Akhet-Khufu, the "Horizon of Khufu" (fig. 12, SC1 and SC2) .
From a material point of view, two categories of sealings become apparent: some of the them are made with a fine brown and dark silt clay from the Nile Valley and the others are coarser and made with a yellowish sandy clay from a local source ( fig. 12, SC57 and SC58) . Quantitatively, the first group dominates the assemblages and this indicates activities linked to the opening of various kinds of containers-as demonstrated by different types of imprints on the back-such as bags, baskets or wooden boxes that were sealed beforehand in the Nile Valley. Nevertheless, the second group emphasizes that some activities such as the sealing of containers and the packing or repackaging have also been carried out here, as evidenced by numerous modeled pellets of yellowish local clay regularly found in the same levels. Those findings tend to confirm that official storage and administrative activities took place within Building 1. These functions have already been indicated by the architectural layout including a large control room. The chronology of the associated ceramic assemblages also confirms the dating to the time of Khufu, which is the only reign attested by the sealings.
Under the original storeroom floors, several light fireplaces have been observed directly set onto the surface of the natural sand, indicating a previous 'bivouac style' occupation but not necessarily very ancient as pointed out by numerous fragments of locally produced ceramics. Building 1 is finally characterized by a rather exceptional closure phase marked by the storage of a hundred boat anchors in the empty space located at the entrance of the four storerooms ( fig. 13 ). By moving them through the wide passage located south of the command room, they have been carefully stored, some grouped together and arranged in a circle around the posts supporting the roof ( fig. 8) , which was only dismantled after. This is the most important assemblage of anchors ever discovered in a primary context of use (130 anchors including those underwater) and the oldest examples found in Egypt. They were carved in limestone or sandstone blocs, with coarse and irregular shapes and varying sizes and weight (between 100 and 320 kg). They show almost always a perforation in the upper part with cross-shaped and lateral grooves to maintain ropes in place around all sides, that several anchors still preserved in situ during the excavation ( fig. 14) . As shown by shells of sea urchins still adhered on the surface, some of them seem to have been pulled out after an extended stay in the sea. A significant number of them also have hieroglyphic marks in red ink, generally two to three signs that refer probably to the name of the boat 13 to which they were attached to or to the name of the team that was responsible for them.
14 On six of them, the formula oAj HD.t "the One who exalts the White Crown" can be read, this royal epithet gives by itself another strong dating criterion because it seems to have been particularly in use during the end of the Dynasty 3 15 up to the beginning of the Dynasty 4 16 ( fig. 14) . This massive storage of boat anchors marks the final phase of occupation of both Buildings 1 and 2, which were no longer in use thereafter. This closure has been followed by a massive windblown sand deposition on the entire area that led to the nearly complete disappearance of the storage building. Then in a third phase, small cellular installations still clearly from the Pharaonic period and well dated to Dynasty 4, appear on the western and eastern sides ( fig. 8 ). They are sometimes directly reconstructed on the previous structures by reusing their building materials ( fig. 9 ). These later installations are composed by two cells side by side, forming an enclosed space-equipped with a bin-and a more open space with the usual fireplaces and cooking facilities. At three locations the presence of multiple human bones has been observed.
According to the excavation results from the seashore area (Zone 6) several conclusions can be proposed here:
• The level of the Red Sea has slightly changed in historic times with a slight regression of about 30 to 50 centimeters at least in the immediate vicinity of the port area since the mid-third millennium BC.
• The presence of highly structured harbor facilities, characterized by a unique example of an underwater pier, several storage and administrative buildings and a large number of nautical elements, clearly emphasize the former presence here of several boats and a regular rotation in the direction to the Sinai shoreline during short but large-scale expeditionary operations.
• There was a transit of goods-by using storage jars of local production which can be found everywhere in the area and even under water-and administrative activities comprising the opening and the closing of various containers as evidenced by numerous clay sealings that bear the names of Khufu, some even mention the Great Pyramid construction site (fig. 12, SC1 and SC2), which is the obvious final destination for the products-such as the copper-were brought back from the Sinai.
• At the end of the reign of Khufu, a final and perhaps official closure operation of the port site has been conducted, characterized by the storage of about hundred anchors inside the Building 1. The area may have been shut down with the prospect of a future use and return that for some reason never occurred.
• The presence of limited reinstallations that follow a short time after the closure and abandonment of the port indicate that the starting point towards the Sinai Peninsula was punctually 13 Tallet and Marouard, "The Harbor of Khufu," 12; Tallet, "Les 'ports intermittents' de la mer Rouge," 52. 14 The teams are usually named in relation to the boat with which there are linked, which is for example the case of the mA wrrt-team whose name appears on some of the Wadi al-Jarf jars-its full name being mA<=s> wrrt $nm-xw=f-wj, lit. "its prow is the ureaus of Khenemkhuefuj (Khufu)," Pierre Tallet It is situated in a peculiarly isolated location within the wide coastal plain, halfway between the seashore (Zone 6, ca. 3.3 km) and the area of the storage galleries and camps (Zones 1-4, ca. 2.2 km). 17 The area is relatively flat with multiple shallow drains which, during the rain phases of the Pleistocene, have carted away many large boulders of limestone, an abundance of construction materials, which has probably motivated the choice of this area.
Since the first survey in 2011, the area appeared untouched, deeply buried in sand and showing very few archaeological artifacts and only very eroded fragments of pottery from the local production, some superficial Bedouin installations (tents emplacements and fireplaces) to the west and traces of modern 17 Tallet, Marouard, "An Early Pharaonic Harbour," 2, 5; Tallet, Marouard, and Laisney, "Un port de la IV e dynastie," 403, figs. 7-8.
Fig. 15. Aerial view by kite of the "workmen barracks" building excavated in 2016 in Zone 5 (photograph: G. Marouard/ Wadi al-Jarf archaeological mission).
oil exploration in the wider periphery. The area has thus remained unoccupied since the Old Kingdom and the first excavation work undertaken last 2016 season have shown exclusively three phases, all from Dynasty 4: the building itself and one construction underneath that predates the building, both can be dated to the reign of Khufu, the third phase corresponds to light and opportunistic reoccupations inside of the abandoned building, already quite silted up. The latter can be dated to the reign of Khafra according to several clay sealings ( fig. 17) .
The main phase of the building (Phase 2) is composed of thirteen long parallel rooms ( fig. 15 ) visibly built starting from the eastern side by groups of two or three rooms. The construction has a vaguely rectangular shape which measures 56.00-57.00 m in length (east-west) and 29.00-33.50 m in width (north-south). The elongated rooms are quite variable in their interior dimensions, between 22.50-27.20 m in length to 3.00-4.20 m in width. Due to the width of the spaces which always exceeds 3.00 m, a roof made with wooden beams and light materials had been placed on five to seven wooden posts per unit whose negative imprints were found on the floor. The filling was exclusively of sterile windblown sand and the good state of preservation of the postholes indicate that the roof had been carefully dismantled before the closure of the building (the holes were kept ready to receive new posts). The access to the rooms was controlled by an entrance space along the southern side (Room 14), which measures The walls of this building are well-made of large limestone boulders and pebbles collected in the area 18 and a dense yellowish clay mortar with numerous inclusions of shell fragments that can be found along the coastal/lagoon area. No demolition was found in the lowest levels and the conservation level of the walls currently reaches between 1.10 m to 1.90 m in elevation. The door jambs had been built with much care and each entry has a pivot hole dug into the ground or a stone door socket, indicating the existence of a closure system which was also methodically dismantled just before the final closure of the building. Only four eastern rooms, the entrance room and all surroundings of the building were excavated during the 2016 season. In all of those spaces two successive phases of a hard yellowish clay floor were found. If the first phase was very thick and compacted by a regular circulation, the second one was like new, a kind of unspoiled renovation, where finger traces of the smoothing were still visible. The floors have been found in an astonishing state of cleanliness, with only a few fragments of storage jars from the local production. Only the southern entrance room contained more abundant materials, some flint blades, a few bones, a carved piece of wood, and especially four complete globular storage jars, two from the local production ( fig. 30/1 ) and two in mixed clay imported from the Nile Valley ( fig. 16a and fig. 31/12) . 19 Several traces of fireplaces were also found, corresponding to very limited and punctual fireplaces. Before the abandonment of the building, all the doors to the elongated rooms were closed off by using a systematic closure system consisting of a dry stack of large boulders ( fig. 16b) . Then, all internal spaces were naturally and rapidly filled with more than 30 to 50 cm of windblown sand.
Several transversal walls, initially identified as internal subdivisions, 20 correspond in fact to a light but homogeneous reoccupation (Phase 3). They were installed directly onto the natural sand deposit and constructed with blocks retrieved from the previous walls of the main building, which was completely out of use at that time. The occupation level of this third phase are very limited, generally marked with a slightly indurated floor surface and large fireplaces set up on the sand. In those contexts, the fragments of the local pottery production are still very numerous, but most of the sherds were reused here for building the base of cooking fireplaces. The volume of imported ceramics from the Nile Valley is also more significant and some shapes are slightly different from those marking the occupation phases of 18 An extensive survey conducted in 2016 has highlighted on the east of this area a vast concentration of about three hundred little piles of stones and pebbles, probably formed by collecting activities for the construction of the building. 19 Tallet, Marouard, and Laisney, "Un port de la IV e dynastie," 411, fig. 21 . This shape is considered as the prototype for the globular jars produced at Wadi al-Jarf and is a known form in several archaeological contexts in the Nile Valley as such as Buto, Giza, or Dahshur (see below nn. 95 to 105). 20 Tallet, Marouard, and Laisney, "Un port de la IV e dynastie," 403, figs. 7-8. 
Fig. 18. The rectangular cell (left) and open area (right) from the first phase of occupation in Zone 5, under the mud floor levels of elongated Rooms 2 and 3 (Phase 2) (photograph: G. Marouard/Wadi al-Jarf archaeological mission).
Khufu. In two separate locations, fragments of sealings made of dark alluvial clay from the Nile Valley were found, each time impressed with a cylinder seal bearing a serekh with the Horus name of Khafra Wsr-Ib ( fig. 17) . A trench opened in the northern third of Rooms 2 and 3 with the aim to test the flooring led to the discovery of an earlier phase (Phase 1) which consists so far of a large rectangular stone cell oriented to the north, and which internally measures 7.50 m to 3.00 m ( fig. 18 ). It contains cooking spaces on the outside to the west and the internal and external postholes indicate a light roofing structure. The pottery from this first phase consists for 95% of local Wadi al-Jarf production, particularly globular storage jars, bowls for bread dough preparation or bedja bread molds smashed up in situ on the floor. It is the same production that can be found for the Phase 2-occupation of the main building-which has been well dated from the reign of Khufu.
The function of the large building in Zone 5 remains uncertain considering the number of rooms still to be excavated and the small number of artifacts found. No trace of malachite ore nor any other activity related to the copper and turquoise brought back from the Sinai have been found so far and containers used for storage such as the globular jars are very few in comparison to the large numbers found in several storage galleries in Zone 1 such as G16 and G23 ( fig. 19) . 21 Mark Lehner recently and correctly emphasized many similarities between the large building of the Zone 5 and the gallery complex excavated at el-Heit Gohrab. 22 It appears quite possible to consider here also a dormitory function 21 Tallet, Marouard, and Laisney, "Un port de la IV e dynastie," 409, 420, figs. 18-19. 22 Mark Lehner, "The Name and Nature of the Heit el-Ghurab Old Kingdom Site: Workers' Town, Pyramid Town, and the Port Hypothesis," in The Pyramids: Between Life and Death, proceedings of the Workshop held at Uppsala University, May 31st-June 1st 2012, forthcoming (we would like to thank Mark Lehner for having provided us with this forthcoming paper); idem, "The Heit el-Ghurab Site Reveals a New Face: The Lost Port City of the Pyramids," AERAGRAM 14-1 (2013), 2-7; idem, "Labor and the for some specific part of the expeditionary troops, which transited through the Wadi al-Jarf before traveling to the Sinai mining area. The small volume of archaeological objects and the lack of fireplaces and production dumps might indicate a rather limited use of the structure and probably acted as a supply base for the occupants with food already stored in the galleries of Zone 1 or produced in the extensive camps of Zone 2.
From an architectural standpoint, this building at Wadi al-Jarf shows many more similarities with the double set of workmen barracks located immediately south of the Red Pyramid at Dahshur. Recently prospected in a geomagnetic survey by Nicole Alexanian and Tomasz Herbich, 23 its plan also contains at least 13 to 14 rooms, similar in size but slightly wider, and all fireplaces here seem to be concentrated inside the longitudinal entrance space along the southern facade. As already pointed out for the pottery, Snofru contexts at Dahshur seems to be again the main reference site for the Wadi al-Jarf, whose functioning is restricted to the reign of Khufu and which seems to be very much and unsurprisingly influenced by the organization of the main projects of his predecessor.
So far, from this area, where excavations are not yet finished, three major points of information can be summarized: • The kind of building discovered for the main Phase 2 has parallels exclusively in the context of the pyramid complexes of Dynasty 4, an observation that establishes both a significant chronological congruence but also, such as the seal impressions found in Building 1 at Zone 6, a direct link to the major royal construction projects in the Nile Valley.
• There are two phases, well-dated to the time of Khufu, with the first phase being limited and built as a pioneering structure; this would tend to explain the choice of this intermediate isolated zone for the establishment of a much larger and monumental structure during the second phase, but with a short life and little use.
• The end of the second phase is characterized by the dismantling of roofs and doors and by a systematic closure of all the accesses by a thick stone fill. Comparable to the massive final closure of the galleries in Zone 1 24 or the final storage of about a hundred anchors in Zone 6, it perhaps also marks here an official closure of the structure-at the end of reign of Khufu-which was never to be reused in a similar way later and was rapidly covered with aeolian sand.
• A third phase indicates a short and opportunistic reoccupation of the rooms-already heavily buried in sand-well-dated by a few sealings marked with in the Horus name of Khafra. Approximately fifteen to twenty years would separate in that case the final closure of the main building from this brief passage in the area. Attested for the first time at Wadi al-Jarf, this small expedition under the reign of Khafra could correspond to the reopening operation of the massive 24 Tallet, Marouard, and Laisney, "Un port de la IV e dynastie," 406-7, figs. 10, 13-16; Tallet and Marouard, "The Harbor of Khufu," 4-5, fig. 3 ; Tallet, "The Wadi al-Jarf Site," 81. closure systems in Zone 1-which marks the recuperation of the boat pieces from the storage galleries 25 -and maybe to the small cellular constructions which mark the late reoccupation in Zone 6.
Progress on the Study of Local Pottery Production in Zone 1
From the first visit to the site, the visible remains of pottery kilns and a considerable amount of globular jars storage made with an unusual marl fabric have indicated a significant local production of pottery, which was regularly mentioned since 2012 in the publications. 26 Besides the uniqueness of this very complete workshop, an update is needed here inasmuch as this production can establish a direct link between the site at Wadi al-Jarf and the fortress at Tell Ras Budran, where those very same containers apparently represent 80-90% of the discovered ceramics. 27 25 Tallet, Marouard, and Laisney, "Un port de la IV e dynastie," 405-6, n. 13; Tallet and Marouard, "The Harbor of Khufu," 7, fig. 10 . 26 Tallet and Marouard, "An Early Pharaonic Harbour," 4-5; Tallet, Marouard, and Laisney, "Un port de la IV e dynastie," 407-11, figs. 17, 20, 21; Tallet and Marouard, "The Harbor of Khufu," 5, figs. 4-5; Gregory Marouard, "Un nouvel atelier de potiers de la ive dynastie au ouadi al-Jarf (mer Rouge)," in Teodozja Rzeuska and Anna Wodzinska, eds., Studies on Old Kingdom Pottery 2, forthcoming. 27 Mumford and Hummel, "Preliminary Findings," 70-71, Tables 1 and 3 The recent excavations at Wadi al-Jarf have highlighted two groups of two pottery kilns, the largest about 3.20 m in length, is so far one of the largest kilns ever excavated for Pharaonic times ( fig. 20) . All are located close to the gallery area in Zone 1. 28 In addition to their somewhat unique mounting in a pit using a casing of limestone blocks and a mixed elevation made with stone and mudbricks, 29 two points are important to keep in mind about those kilns at Wadi al-Jarf.
First, the closest archaeological equivalent in terms of size and architecture can be found in the immediate vicinity of the Red Pyramid at Dahshur 30 with a date to the very beginning of the Dynasty 4. . 28 Tallet, Marouard, and Laisney, "Un port de la IV e dynastie," fig. 3 . Another set, still unexcavated, of two or three kilns is located further west of the galleries. One of those kilns has been unfortunately destroyed very recently by the construction of a high-power line that passes near the Zone 1. 29 Tallet, Marouard and Laisney, "Un port de la IV e dynastie," 408, n. 24, fig. 17 Second, the upper chambers of the pottery kilns have been systematically dismantled during the closure phase of the site and the debris of the kilns has been retrieved within the mixed blockage used for the massive closing system at the entrances of the storage galleries in Zone 1. This last operation constitutes an official and massive closure which, like for Zone 5 and 6, mark the final abandonment of the site and maybe from near the end of the reign. This specific context is particularly well-dated by the stratigraphy and obviously by the deposit of hundreds of papyri from the year 26 or 27 of Khufu discovered in 2013. 31 This exceptional terminus post quem, emphasizes that after the shutdown of the site was accompanied by a drastic and systematic dismantling of the production installations, no more potters' activities took place thereafter at the Wadi al-Jarf. It also demonstrates-as indicated also by the pottery shapes and the red inscription on the globular jars locally produced-that the Wadi al-Jarf pottery workshop was exclusively active during the reign of Khufu, and most likely earlier in the reign at the time when the site was commissioned.
Numerous fragments of about twenty different potters' tables-low-speed wheels-have also been discovered in the same contexts, discarded and broken in the mixed filling of the closure system of the galleries entrances. Several still preserved a complete archaeological profile ( fig. 21 ) and the vast majority of those wheels were produced with alluvial clay, 32 which therefore indicates that the potters 32 It should be also mentioned that at least four others examples of tables have been locally made with the local marl clay and
Fig. 24. Two circular holes located within the first meters inside the gallery G4, maybe used for keeping a hand-spun table on a tournette stone pivot. Both have significant local clay residues trapped inside (photograph: G. Marouard/Wadi al-Jarf archaeological mission).
came from the Nile Valley with their own professional equipment. Local production was obviously not an improvised activity but well-planned in advance, implying that the first expeditions at the site had a good knowledge of the local resources especially water, fuel and local clay. In 2015, a set of three decantation and clay preparation pits were found at the exterior of galleries G8 to G11 (fig. 22 ). All the pits were installed in the thick spoil material that had been generated during the process of cutting of the galleries and all three were sealed beneath the walking levels that had slowly formed at the entrances of the galleries. This stratigraphic position underlines that those pits were only used at the beginning of the occupation at the site, just after the digging of the galleries but prior to their use as storage space and prior to their massive closure, another point that emphasizes that the potters' activities were discontinued before the site closure.
One of those pits still contained thousands of fine mud scrapings produced by the final trimming of the pottery surface, in addition to tools (cutting strings, polishing pebbles, scrapers) and complete forms that have accidentally collapsed during the shaping process. There were also unfired fragments such as dozens of rims of carinated bowls (so-called Meidum bowl) including rims and hundreds of body sherds of the large globular storage jars ( fig. 23) . A coarser and very sandy mix of local marl clay was also found in another pit, together with several fragments of unfired dokka trays and bedja bread molds. This indicates a functional differentiation of the pits, with different fine and coarse clays, that were intended for the production of different pottery shapes.
In the immediate vicinity of the kilns and clay pits, another important element is the systematic presence of unusual circular holes located within the first meters inside the galleries ( fig. 24) . Maybe used for setting the potter's tables, they seem to designate the long caves as the location for the pottery throwing activities as well as the storage area for the still unfired ceramics during the long drying process, which is always done in the shade. Possibly used initially by the pottery workshop just after their excavation, the galleries then reportedly took their main function as storage spaces for the boat parts and for the water and food containers during the expeditions' operational phases. 
Fig. 25. A globular jar (type T2) in local marl clay (F1) with a red ink mark rxw bjk.wy nbw on the body (photograph: G. Pollin/Wadi al-Jarf archaeological mission).

Fig. 26. Left, a globular jar (type T3) in local marl clay (F1) with a red ink mark mA W[rr] on the shoulder. Right, body sherd of globular jar with a mA W[rr] mark, on which the green discoloration and cracks indicate that it was applied on a fresh clay before being overfired in the kiln (photograph: G. Pollin/Wadi al-Jarf archaeological mission).
Fig. 27. Selection of red marks on local jars (1, 2, 3), dipinto (4) and papyrus fragment (5) from Zone 1 that show the same team name mA Wrr<t> [apr Smsw] (photograph: G. Pollin, drawings P. Tallet/Wadi al-Jarf archaeological mission).
The two types of local clays, one coarser (fabric F9) and one finer (fabric F1) found in the pits can be clearly recognized in the local pottery production.
Fabric F9, very coarse and sandy, was reserved only for the forms used for bread baking such as the dokka trays, the deep oval and circular trays and the bedja bread mold (fig. 30) . The clay is a marl basis that is characterized by an abundant quantity of large angular or round sand and by the very angular and flaky siliceous platelets that can also be regularly observed in the fine clay F1. The production is usually poorly fired, especially for the forms that have an important thickness of their vessel walls such as the bulbs of the bread molds, and it crumbles easily, especially after a having been in wet archaeological contexts.
The fabric F1 33 was used for the production of at least twenty-five different forms copied from the pottery corpus found in the Nile Valley, especially open forms for food consumption like the so-called "Meidum Bowls," in addition to small closed forms used for storage, small juglets, deep bowls with spout for food and dough preparation and cooking pots. As previously mentioned, the F1 clay was mainly used for the production of thousands of short-neck globular storage jars, handmade in two parts and assembled by hand. 34 This very peculiar fabric does not have any equivalent within the usual classifications such as the Vienna system. It is a very characteristic marl clay, close to a Marl A3, which can be easily collected all around the site in multiple sedimentary deposits concentrated in the bed of the surrounding flash flood wadis. It presents, depending of the firing intensity, significant variations in its color, ranging from a buffy yellow and light pink to an orange-pink (Munsell 5YR 6/4) and sometimes an intense green when overfired in the kiln (Munsell 5Y 7/6 to 6/6). The dense and hard matrix is immediately recognizable thanks to the presence of a specific kind of temper of small round sand and a very large quantity of a very particular mineral stabilizer: large siliceous platelets, very angular and flaky such as mudstone or shale fragments, brown to reddish brown in color, sometimes exceeding 5 mm side. Those are always visible in an important quantity on the external surface, especially in the lower part of the storage jars due to a wet smoothing operation of the surface carried out at the end of the mounting process of the two different parts (figs. 5, 25, 26, 28, and 30).
The local storage jars are found in archaeological contexts in a proportion of about 80% to 90%, all over the site and also in the areas along the seashore, such as in Zone 5 in the earlier level (Phase 1) as well as on the floor of the entrance Room 14 of the main building (Phase 2). Some fragments can be also found inside the construction itself, reused to wedge the blocks. In Zone 6, there are important jars fragments in the floor level of Building 1 which can be associated with the clay sealings that bear the name of Khufu and they can also be found underwater on the bottom of the harbor (fig. 5 ). That last point strongly underlines that these containers were part of the cargo loaded onto the boats that have departed from the Wadi al-Jarf for the Sinai Peninsula, and it should not comes as a surprise to find the same pieces in significant quantity on the other side of the Gulf of Suez, at the disembarkation point at Tell Ras Budran.
The numerous in situ containers found at Zone 1 inside galleries G15 A-B (134 jars) and G23 (223 jars, fig. 19 ) 35 show regularly on their shoulder simple signs and glyphs engraved after firing and marking the owners or teams' names. Some are marked with charcoal and show multiple attempts at repair, emphasizing that those jars were used for several times and probably brought back from the expedition before being stored here at the end of the last campaign. 33 Tallet, Marouard, and Laisney, "Un port de la IV e dynastie," 408; Marouard, "Un nouvel atelier de potiers," forthcoming. It should also be noted that the fine local marl clay F1 has regularly served for the production of sealing jar-stoppers. 34 Tallet and Marouard, "An early pharaonic harbour," 4-5; Tallet, Marouard, and Laisney, "Un port de la IV e dynastie," 405; Marouard, "Un nouvel atelier de potiers," forthcoming. In 2015, the excavation of Kiln 3052 ( fig. 20 left) revealed that this installation was specifically used for firing the large storage jars which constitute 100% of the pieces (some overfired and completely deformed) found inside the lower chamber and in the large production dump preserved in the immediate vicinity. 35 Tallet, Marouard, and Laisney, "Un port de la IV e dynastie," 409, 420, figs. 18-19. Those storage jars were also regularly (about 40%) marked before firing, not only with potters' incised marks ( fig. 30 ), but also with red inscriptions that correspond to several teams' names. 36 Two of the three identified marks do not leave any doubt about the date of these containers:
Fig. 28. Chipped off red inscriptions on the body of a local jar (type T3
• One is a formula built on the Golden Horus name of Khufu: rxw bjk.wy nbw, "those who are known of 'Two Falcons of Gold (Khufu)" (figs. 25 and 27.1).
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• The other, by far the most common on the site, is the team name:
mA-wrr (mA<=s> wrrt #mn-xw=f-wj) also constructed with the name of King Khufu ( figs. 26, 27.2, 27.3, 28) .
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This one also appears on several dipinti ( fig. 27.4) and at least on one of the papyri that also mentions the latest known regnal year (Year 26 or 27) of Khufu ( fig. 27.5 ). These markings give us an exceptional terminus that ensures one more time that the pottery production dates at the very last to the end of the reign of Khufu and under no circumstances beyond that date. 39 In the coastal area, as a result of salt incrustations and the long time spent in moist conditions, those red inscriptions have frequently chipped off despite their durability. The use of the free software called D-Stretch© enables us to clearly demonstrate that the red marks always remain in an altered but perceptible form ( fig. 28) .
As far as the Old Kingdom or the Nile Valley are concerned, no ceramic production has been as well-dated before and by as many convergent archaeological and epigraphic elements as the pottery produced at the Wadi al-Jarf workshop. It can therefore be summarized as follows:
• There is for this ceramic production a peculiar and so far unique kind of marl clay, specific for this site and with no equivalent in the Nile Valley or in the Sinai area (where, unlike at Wadi Jarf, which is in a limestone environment, the landscape is dominated by sandstone and metamorphic rocks from the Precambrian and Paleozoic deposits).
• This local production appears at the very first phase of occupation in all the areas of the site and it can be found already during the excavation and commissioning phase of the galleries in Zone 1, where the workshops had been settled. • The markings on the jars, dipinti, or red marks made before firing, emphasize a production exclusively linked to teams of workmen involved in the site activities and mining expeditions during the time of Khufu. • The destruction of the kilns and the discards of potters' tables denote a definitive production shutdown at the time of the final closure of the galleries, at the extreme end of that reign (ca. year 26-27) as demonstrated by the terminus in the papyri.
• Because the occupation at the site is limited to the single reign of Khufu and considering that the local workshop did not functioned beyond the end of this reign, the Wadi al-Jarf offers a unique snapshot (non-existent in funerary and other contexts from the Nile Valley) for the ceramic assemblages from early Dynasty 4 (over a short period of 25 years at most), which proves to be valid for both imported ceramics from the Nile Valley as their copies that had been produced locally.
• The periodic retrieval and reuse of complete containers during subsequent expeditions remains a strong possibility, but this probably does not extend beyond the reign of Khafra which is the very last Pharaonic ruler attested at the Wadi al-Jarf. 36 Those marks have been made on the jars, generally on the shoulder area, before that they were placed in the oven. The scribes used a liquid clay, rich in iron oxides and originally greenish in color, that turns red to reddish brown or dark green when over fired ( fig. 26) . For a preliminary analysis of the incised potters' marks, Marouard, "Un nouvel atelier de potiers," forthcoming. 37 Tallet, Marouard, and Laisney, "Un port de la IV e dynastie," 418-19, Table 1 , fig. 25 ; Tallet, "The Wadi al-Jarf Site," 81, fig.  8 ; idem, "Ayn Soukhna and Wadi el-Jarf," 153, fig. 23 . 38 Tallet, Marouard, and Laisney, "Un port de la IV e dynastie," 419-21, Table 1 , fig. 25 ; Tallet, "Des serpents et des lions," 248-50. 39 As mentioned above, the pottery kilns had been destroyed at the latest during the final closure of the galleries, the chronological terminus offered by the papyri therefore applies also for them. It is not surprising also that this production has modestly been distributed along the routes used by the mining expeditions of the beginning of Dynasty 4 ( fig. 2) . Satellite remote sensing and ground survey conducted in 2015 in the Southern Wadi Araba, led to the discovery of the access road from the Nil Valley (from the Meidum area) to Wadi al-Jarf. 40 At least on three different stopping points along this trail, pottery assemblages from the early Dynasty 4 have been found, which include several fragments of ceramics produced at Wadi al-Jarf. More recently other fragments were also identified in several cellular installations (WS10) excavated in the Wadi Sannur area, 41 mainly sherds of small-size pots and easily transportable functional forms such as the carinated bowls.
The close comparison of the storage jars manufactured at Wadi al-Jarf to the two published examples of a jars identified as so-called "Sinaitic ware A" by G. Mumford and R. Hummel, 42 clearly demonstrates that the containers found on both sides of the Gulf of Suez are the same types made with the same peculiar marl clay ( fig. 29) .
In our opinion, it is beyond any doubt that the identical jars found at Tell Ras Budran, which constitute more than 80% of the pottery found there, came directly from the Wadi al-Jarf harbor, which implies a Dynasty 4 date for the fortress site, and not exclusively a late Old Kingdom date as has been previously suggested by archaeologists.
Tell Ras Budran, the Logical Extension of the Wadi Jarf Harbor System
The fortified structure at Tell Ras Budran had already been the subject of several presentations, therefore, we will not repeat here in detail its architectural specifications, but we will focus instead on its chronology and function that must be reconsidered. ). The enclosure wall has been preserved at about 3.5 m high in the less destroyed portions and it has a considerable width of 7 m in at the base. 45 Mumford also mentions two main architectural phases, the construction of the precinct, then a consolidation phase characterized seemingly by a sloped interior wall lining built on the inner face with a second row of different blocks that form a retaining wall in order to reduce the instability of the first one. 46 Facing the sea, a complex entrance system has been found, with a gate built into the thickness of the enclosure that is marked by a long corridor roofed with monolithic limestone lintels. On the southern side of this entrance a long perpendicular wall was built outside of the precinct, a sort of long bastion which measures 11 m in length and 4 m wide. If a defensive function of the entrance had been originally intended, the current interpretation by the excavators of this wall as a "quay" wall and a "shelter" place for boats, seems largely overestimated considering the distance from the seashore and the relatively modest dimensions of this wall. 47 Inside, on the southern side of the entrance gate, a straight staircase was found-with six steps preserved-allowing access to the top of the enclosure wall. 48 As evidenced by multiple postholes, at least in the western half, a structure of beams on posts apparently stood inside, with the aim to provide some shade. This part is combined with negative prints of storage jars bases on the floor. It appears that this lightweight construction was voluntarily dismantled. 49 At some point, the main entrance corridor had been closed at both its western and eastern end with a wall carefully mounted with limestone blocks and muna mud-mortar. 50 Inside the fortress, the face of the eastern closing wall was finally covered with a thick and sloping layer of large pebbles, that gives the appearance of a coarse ramp, 51 but this is an unlikely function and therefore this interpretation remains quite unsatisfactory.
It must be underlined that the choice of the fortress location is not at all "a poor placement" as emphasized by the excavators. 52 Placed exactly opposite to the harbor at the Wadi al-Jarf, this location is ideal for several reasons:
• The Al-Markha plain is the only possible point of disembarkation after a lengthy series of cliffsthe mountain of Hamman Fara'un-which prohibits any disembarkation further north along a stretch of over 30 km in length.
• The structure at Tell Ras Budran is located in one of the few places in this part of the Al-Markha coastline which is characterized by a sandy seabed, with no coral reefs as can be seen further south. Therefore, the area can be considered here (and for about 3 km) as a place for safe berthing and easy anchorage.
• Another important strategic element is the presence of a water source at Bir Markha, perhaps significant in ancient times, situated a little more than 4 km to the northeast, as well as multiple water resurgences and large draining wadis.
As for the harbor area of Wadi al-Jarf, the choice of the fortress location seems to be the conjunction of several favorable conditions: good environmental factors, an immediate proximity to the access points towards the mining sites, and as pointed out by Mumford, the proximity of construction materials. 53 For all these reasons it seems also hard to imagine the existence of a group of such structures throughout the Al-Markha plain area, especially if visible circular anomalies on satellite photos, interpreted somewhat hastily by S. Parcak as possible other fortresses, did not result in any archaeological confirmation on the ground. 54 56 This last hypothesis has unfortunately by now become deep-rooted assumption and is repeated even in the secondary literature about the history of Egyptian fortifications.
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As demonstrated above, the occupation at Wadi al-Jarf is only limited to the reign of Khufu with an ultimate final appearance at the site under the reign of Khafra, at least 250 years earlier than the dates proposed by Mumford for the fortress. We are seeking to demonstrate here that the suggested late Old Kingdom date must be reconsidered.
The fortress at Tell Ras Budran is, on the western shore of the Sinai, the natural extension and the secure beachhead of the port site at Wadi al-Jarf. They are both parts of the same expeditionary complex with a symmetrical history. This construction is under no circumstance a purely military structure related to a phenomenon of "fortification of Egypt" and even less related to "the collapse of Levantine cities at the end of the Old Kingdom" as suggested in Mumford's publications and lectures. 58 This argument should be firmly abandoned for two principal reasons:
• The "collapse of the cities in the Levant" has been debated and can now be re-dated, according to new calibrated C14 dates, as has convincingly been demonstrated by F. Höflmayer who places this episode much earlier than before, ca. 2600 to 2500 BC. 59 This proves that there is no link at all between the collapse in the Levant and the end of the Old Kingdom Egypt, and there was no need for a fortification on the western coast of the Sinai at this time.
• Almost all of the ceramics published from the excavation of the fortress date back mainly to the Dynasty 4 and over 80% of the pottery found at this site 60 show a peculiar fabric which correspond to the workshop at Wadi al-Jarf described above.
It has been correctly mentioned in the early reports of Tell Ras Budran that the fortress only sees a "short term occupation, perhaps of a year." 61 The chronological sequence presented in the 2006 and 2015 preliminary reports highlights at least three important phases. 62 oil activities in this area). In her most recent article, the precise location of these structures with coordinates could probably have been helpful to the reader in order to form his/her own opinion. So, after rechecking the images available on Google Earth but also on the Corona satellite images online (08/13/1968), which have revealed absolutely nothing at these locations, her two examples can be found respectively at coordinates 28°57'18.24" N-33°10'22.24" E and 28°50'56.80" N-33°10'34.57" E. For the structure that she shows on figure 4, which was cleverly framed and which is designated as "does not seems to be a recent construction," the previous snapshot (07/23/2003) to the one published (12/25/2005) indicates the presence of many modern peripheral activities, or stagnant water inside these dug holes, visibly mechanically produced as underlined in the parallel tracks left by bulldozers. Furthermore, it seems worthy of note that this structure is now (02/22/2016) partially destroyed by the same bulldozer activities. For comparison, a similar modern hole appeared in the area around 2010, visible at the following coordinates: 28°56'17.21" N-33°10'53.14" E. 55 • A phase anterior to the construction of the fortress (Phase 1), which would only slightly precede it in time.
• The first phase of occupation (Phase 2a), which follows naturally the construction of the fortress, marked by a layer of occupation containing ashes and organic debris. This floor level was then covered with a compacted naturel layer of windblown sand which marks a hiatus in the occupation.
• A subsequent floor phase (Phase 2b) must be regarded as the second stage of the main occupation, at least the last one that has left any significant in situ traces before the abandonment. It is not guaranteed that this phase should correspond to the doubling of the internal face of the wall but it was at least curiously associated with the closure of both sides of the entrance corridor, which means-according to the archaeologists-that the fortress would have remained in use and was only accessible at that point by using a ladder (?).
• Under the so-called "repeated blows of Bedouin" or "waves of assaults" on the fort, a third subphase (Phase 2c), undated and with no apparent occupation, would have seen the deposition of a thick layer of large pebbles against the internal face of the eastern closing wall of the corridor.
• Finally, after the final abandonment of the site (Phase 3a), followed immediately by a massive natural sand filling of the entire structure, a series of light campsite installations mark a later re-occupation, a third possible expedition, which is dated one more time like all the previous phases of occupation to the late Old Kingdom by Mumford. This would have also involved a partial dismantling of the structure with a recovery of building materials.
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If one attempts some adjustments, this sequence seems quite similar to the one presented above for the seafront installations and Zone 5 building at Wadi al-Jarf. The main difference would probably be the general chronology and the interpretation of the closure of the main entrance door at Tell Ras Budran. It is evident that this is not a closure made in haste but a carefully prepared closing, certainly made during the departure with first a blocking to the east of the corridor, with a final sealing by adding a thick layer of cobblestones, 64 then a hermetic wall that closed off the western end of the corridor. The argument that the closure of the corridor would be a safety measure against the attacks quickly occurred after the initial construction and was then compensated by the use of a ladder to climb into the enclosure seems extremely unlikely and does not follow any logic in poliorcetic strategy. This closure of the fortress without any signs for the reopening clearly suggests a definitive abandonment which shows similarities with the massive closure system of the storage galleries in Zone 1 at Wadi Jarf, at the end of the reign of Khufu, 65 and the systematic blocking of the entrances of the 'dormitory' building in Zone 5 or else the storage of one hundred boat anchors in Building 1 in Zone 6. All these operations at Wadi al Jarf belong to the same official shutdown event and such a phenomenon is likely, therefore, found on the other side of the Gulf of Suez. 66 63 Mumford, "Tell Ras Budran (site 345)," 29, Mumford and Hummel, "Preliminary Findings," 53, 60. The reader should refer to the article in BASOR to form an opinion about the organized dismantling of the fort, already filled with natural sand, in order to prevent its recovery by the "Bedouins" against the interests of the Egyptians. As observed at Wadi al-Jarf, an opportunistic dismantling for the reuse of blocks in neighboring installations would be a more reasonable interpretation. The "new idea" of a closure of the corridor in order to use it as storage space as has recently been proposed by Mumford also appears unlikely and is largely extrapolated on the basis of an inadequate comparison to the storage galleries that can be found at port sites (Mumford and Hummel, "Preliminary Findings," 64). This is also the case for his suggestion of an "early protection to prevent sea sprays or waves" (Mumford and Hummel, "Preliminary Findings," 63) considering the distance (150 to 200 m) of the seashore. 64 It consists of small and medium pebbles, easy to pass from hand to hand by making a human chain, maybe thrown from the top of the wall and the top of the corridor in order to reinforce the inner part of the closure. Those pebbles have apparently given the impression to the archaeologist that the fortress was closed from the inside. 65 Tallet, Marouard, and Laisney, "Un port de la IV e dynastie," 406-7, figs. 10, 13-16; Tallet and Marouard, "The Harbor of Khufu," 4-5, fig. 3 ; Tallet, "The Wadi al-Jarf Site," 81; idem, "Les 'ports intermittents' de la mer Rouge," 63. 66 It should also be noted that this careful closing of the doors was also observed at the Kom 14 sector at Ayn Soukhna for several Old Kingdom installations whose possible official occupation stretches from the middle of Dynasty 4 to the end of Dynasty 5 Indeed, the site of Tell Ras Budran was clearly marked by a short occupation, with at least two major phases of occupation 67 and then a final and careful closure, followed by a rapid sand encroachment and a very brief re-occupation, according to a process that corresponds fairly well to the occupation sequences recorded in Zones 5 and 6 at Wadi al-Jarf.
In addition to the stratigraphic sequences which are particularly close, the ceramic assemblages discovered at the site of Tell Ras Budran indicate, in our opinion, an exclusive date of the Dynasty 4 based on several published drawings. The pottery shapes presented in both BASOR 2006, JAEI 2015 and unpublished reports available online do not present any form that can reasonably be considered as a late Old Kingdom phase, unlike the strong conviction repeatedly stated by Mumford and Hummel. 68 Even though the ceramic corpus was for a long time underdeveloped for Dynasty 4 outside of the royal necropolis in the Memphite Region, this specific period has seen over the recent two decades a number of important studies and publications, for example from sites such as Dahshur, 69 Abusir, 70 Giza settlement areas, 71 Abu Rawash, 72 Deir el-Bersha area, 73 El-Kab, 74 Elephantine, 75 from Ayn Sukhna, and obviously Wadi al-Jarf for the Red Sea coast. They all offer a way to better characterize this period and in particular the transition between the end of the tradition characterizing the Dynasty 3 and the emerging tradition of Dynasty 4, which will develop later in Dynasty 5. It seems very difficult nowadays to hang on only to the typology established by Reisner for Giza, 76 and to invoke peculiar sites in the Dakhla Oases or to search in a preliminary article on West Saqqara 77 some forms from Tell Ras Budran that no longer existed during the late Old Kingdom and that did not even last beyond the end of Dynasty 4. The comparison made by Mumford and Hummel between an example of a carinated bowl 78 with a large mixing bowl from West Saqqara, 79 over 36 cm in diameter, illustrates the regular hesitations about the interpretation and the date of the ceramic assemblages from Tell Ras Budran.
On a functional point of view those two examples are not the same category of containers and, if the second example is undoubtedly attributed to the late Dynasty 5 and Dynasty 6 tradition, the example from Tell Ras Budran is particularly deep, of much smaller diameter (20 cm), with a carinated shoulder of a bigger diameter than that of the rim. 80 It presents a typical 'Meidum Bowl' profile still very marked by the tradition of Dynasty 3, which disappears after the reign of Khafra. 81 This form is very common at Wadi al-Jarf, usually made with an alluvial clay, with a thick burnished red slip, and imported from the Nile Valley (fig. 31) . It also appears to have been made in the Wadi al-Jarf workshop with the fine local marl clay F1 (figs. 23 and 30/7). 82 According to G. Mumford and R. Hummel the most prevalent ceramics at Tell Ras Budran are bread molds bedja, bread trays (dokka) and large storage jars both respectively made in so-called "Sinaitic ware A and B," two marl clays which represent 85.5% of the sherds collected during the 2008 campaign (only 14.5% are imported from the Nile Valley). 83 The Sinaï B fabric constitute only 3.87% of the potsherds and was "used exclusively for manufacturing bread molds or basins." This clay is described as "characterized by the presence of abundant angular sand […] very poorly fired and tends to crumble easily." 84 The type of bread molds called 'bedja' found there have a large diameter (17-18 cm), a sort of conical profile, a beveled rim, a very marked and carinated lower contour with systematically a bulbous shape of the base that give them a very characteristic bell-shape. The assertion by Mumford and Hummel stating that these shapes "remain unchanged unto the First Intermediate Period" is a shortcut and the choice of low chronology is only intended to confirm the general idea of a late Od Kingdom date for the fortress. 85 The very large majority of the bread molds dating to Dynasties 5 and 6, even more for the F.I.P., have a flat base and a gradually smaller diameter. The presence of a lower bell-shaped base is one of the main characteristics for the bread molds of Dynasties 3, 4 and a part of Dynasty 5. This bulbous base was produced during the mold shaping process over a wooden core and it is commonly agreed that this constitutes a major chronological criterion, generally in favor of the early Old Kingdom. 86 Even if ceramicists recently considered that the bulbous base still appears occasionally until the middle Dynasty 6 at the latest-and not the F.I.P.-with a majority of flat based bread molds, this assertion has been based on the now quite outdated context. 87 At Ayn Sukhna, all the bread molds from the mid-Dynasty 4 contexts present a bell-shape, in contrast to the Dynasty 5 contexts where all have a flat base and no coexistence of the two forms has been observed.
The bell-shaped bread molds at Tell Ras Budran are absolutely not an exception and they are undeniably a characteristic of the Dynasty 4 tradition. 88 All the examples published for this site present a bulbous base, all are locally made and no coexistence with flat base bread molds has been demonstrated so far, another point which increases the improbability here for a late Old Kingdom date.
At Wadi al-Jarf, all bread molds have been produced locally-in the sandy marl clay (fabric F9) as described above-and they present all without exception the same bell-shaped profile and the same dimensions between 16 to 18 cm in diameter ( fig. 30) . 89 Beside the poor clay preparation, a rather mediocre firing process was also regularly observed for these molds, that must had been naturally corrected by the bread baking process and their regular use in the fireplaces. This insufficient firing-also observed for the bread molds from Tell Ras Budran-gives them frequently the aspect of an unfired vessel, especially after an extended stay in moist and salty area on the seashore; a point that could probably explain the unique example of unbaked fragment discovered so far at the fortress. 90 Sinai A is a locally-made clay that is characterized by its abundant large, flat, slate inclusions. The matrix of the fabric is relatively well-levigated and dense and ranges in colour from pinky-orange (Munsell-5YR 6/4) to buff (Munsell 2.5YR 7/6). The core when visible is buff-coloured. The shale inclusions are often seen popping through the surface giving a decorative effect, somewhat like a terrazzo floor. This may have been intentional or just a product of local materials, but nonetheless attractive. The surface sometimes appears to have a white coating and it is unclear whether this is a result of the firing process, or the potter smearing water mixed with clay over the surface when he is finished producing the jar. The fired clay is soft and very light weight, and is used exclusively to make large neckless jars with wide shoulders and a rounded base.
The marl clay description above is really close, if not identical, to the F1 fabric from the Wadi al-Jarf which is primarily identifiable thanks to its abundant large and flat inclusions. Despite the lack of petrographic analysis, 92 a significant proportion of the jars at Tell Ras Budran should consequently present regularly on the rim the potters' marks of the Wadi al-Jarf workshop ( fig. 30 ) or fairly regular traces of the hieroglyphic red marks describe above. 93 As evidenced also by the stocky globular shape (ca. 55-60 cm high on 43-45 cm wide), round base and short rim (diam. 10-12 cm), 94 in all likelihood the storage jars at Tell Ras Budran were produced at Wadi al-Jarf and have come to the fortress with King Khufu's expeditions.
Even if the arguments of a same manufacture can still leave some doubts without a petrographic comparison, it is quite clear that this type of jar cannot in any way be considered as a form from the late Old Kingdom. The comparison made by Mumford between these large containers with very distant examples from Ayn Asil/Balat 95 (ca. 40 x 33 cm) or with an example of an ovoid jar from Saqqara 96 (ca. 30 × 26 cm) have to be rejected. Indeed, the examples from Tell Ras Budran-and therefore from Wadi al-Jarf-find their origins in an much older tradition that appears at least as early as Dynasties 2 and 3 and the most recent example ever discovered so far have been found in Djedefra's mortuary complex at Abu Rawash. 97 The prototype of this globular shape, usually made in a good quality marl clay or mixed clay, can be found at many sites of the Nile Valley, as such as at Buto (Dynasties 2 and 3), 98 Giza (Hetep-lies southwest of the Sinai peninsula and to extract its abundant mining resources. But the remoteness of this place from the logistical centers of the Memphite area in addition to its scattered multipolar locations within a large space (5 kilometers between the galleries in Zone 1 and the Zone 6 on the seashore) quickly showed the disadvantages of this settlement, which was then replaced, as early as the middle of Dynasty 4, by the more compact and much better situated port site of Ayn Soukhna. Although the distance to sail on the Red Sea was significantly larger (about 120 km), the latter site, much closer to Memphis, was used intermittently for the rest of the Old Kingdom as the exclusive harbor in direction to the Sinai and Punt, from the reign of Khafra 109 throughout Dynasty 5 and into the second half of Dynasty 6. 110 However, the typical ceramic assemblages corresponding to those expeditions are totally absent from the stratigraphy at Tell Ras Budran. No ceramics from the second part or from the late Old Kingdom have clearly been unearthed there at this point-according to the data that has been published up to now-although a punctual and discrete passing at a structure that was then largely filled by sand cannot be excluded. All of these elements underline very convincingly an ephemeral function and an abandonment early in Dynasty 4, that thereby makes Tell Ras Budran one of the oldest fortified systems known to date in Egypt proper, 111 which is much older, by more than 250 to 300 years, than what has been proclaimed by the archaeologists over the past decade.
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